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DLCs are game packs that add 

extra content to such as skins, 

cosmetics and/or weapons to a 

game

It’s estimated that game corporations 

earn around 5 billion dollars with 

DLCs annually, The problems with it 

are the techniques that have been 

used to make all this money



In result, gamers end up 

feeling pressured to buy 

DLCs and game 

companies keep earning 

even more money 

because of its abusive use 

of DLCs

A lot of companies have 

been using DLCs to take 

advantage of the gamers 

by many ways such as 

making DLCs more and 

more like cut parts of the 

game or by giving certain 

advantages for those who 

have bought DLCs



Asura’s wrath is a famous 

game from Capcom and 

had several critics 

because of its bad use of 

DLCs
Developers decided to turn the end of 

the game into a DLCs, obligating players 

to pay even more than they had already 

paid to see the end of the story. Players 

that had already paid for the game 

expecting to be able to finish it entirely 

were enraged by that, giving the game 

several critics for its abusive use of DLCs



“Pay to win” games are games that give 

absurd advantages to these who pay for 

their DLCs, obligating the player to pay 

to win. It’s pretty common to mobile 

games to be like that, and Clash of Clans 

is one of the most famous of all of these

Basically, Clash of Clans offers the player 

coins that can be used to buy equipment 

that make them more powerful, giving a 

not fair advantage to these that have 

bought coins.

The worst of this is that the game has 

a young public who can easily be 

manipulated to buy these malicious 

DLCs



Mass effect is the third game of 

the Mass Effect sequence, and 

what enraged fans was the way 

that it connects to the early game 

and its DLC

To fully understand the 

beginning of the story, it was 

required that the player had 

played the Mass Effect 2 DLC, 

ruining the gameplay of those 

who decided not to buy it



Loot box is a term used to refer

to systems where the players 

can redeem new random items

like skins, weapons and

characters

This sistem have been bringing

a lot of critics from the gamer 

comunity and has even

mobilizated states to create laws

to regulate it



Because of the randomness 

of this system, the profit of 

the player is never ensured, 

obligating the player to keep 

spending his money on the 

game to get what he wants

This is often pointed out to 

be the reason for the 

addictive potential created 

by this system. One of the 

main reasons why people 

compare loot boxes with 

gambling games

Mainly because of these 

addiction issues, some 

places like Minnesota have 

created laws to regulate the 

use of this system in 

videogames



Overwatch is an FPS which the 

player can choose to play with a 

variety of characters that have 

unique weapons and abilities

There are several cosmetics such as 

skins and voice lines that players can

get by earning or buying loot boxes

This loot box system has been 

bringing several critics to Overwatch 

because of the earned percentage of 

these boxes. This is caused mainly 

because of the fact that the player can 

get duplicated items, wich doesn’t 

confirm the profit of the players buy, 

turning it into a kind of gamble.



COD Black ops: 4 disappointed 

a lot of fans after had introduced 

a loot box system and turned the 

previous awesome game into a 

pay to win



Fifa 19 was one of the games that 

didn’t have its loot boxes 

considered a form of gambling by 

the UK gambling commission, 

bringing up a lot of discussion on 

the gamer community

Fifa’s loot boxes weren’t 

acknowledged as gambling games 

because of the second market that 

exists on the game and that would 

make the prize from the boxes 

equivalent to the player’s money 

spent on the boxes. If that’s true or 

not caused a big discussion o the 

community



To protect kids from these predatory 

practices, parents should take some 

precautions such as:

• Warn your kids from 

some of these dangers 

and be aware of how 

are they spending their 

money

• Be sure to turn on 

settings that don’t allow 

the kids to buy anything 

without your permission

• Encourage your kids to 

search before they buy 

anything and keep them 

aware of the dangers of 

excessive consumerism
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